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1. Introduction 

We sketch here two mathematical models intended to describe 
the point-contact spectroscopical experiments. It adda a new item 
to the list of recently discovered applications oi the self-adjoint 
extensions theory.W) 

The theory of self-adj oint extensions is a at andar-d part 
of functional analysis for a more than half century. In the last 
years, it has attracted a new attention connected with interesting 

I II'll' 

physical applications. Let ua recall some of them: 

(a) point interactions: one attempts to give a reasonable meaning 
to the formal Schroedinger operator 

H.,. -6 + V(x) (1)+.i.. À,J. 6( x- x j )
1==1 ./ 

} on L2 (Rd ) . A mathematically clean and effective way to performing 
this task starts wi th the operator HO "" - L1 + V( x) def:i.ned onr '! r 

the damain from which the interaction pointa are removed. 
I 

DeHa) = C~ ORd , [ xl' ••• ,xNJ) •r I J 
II
I 

I'f 
This operator is generally symmetric but not self-adjoint. One

r~ l~ 
...,'&, looks for its self-adjoint' extensions which can be identif'ied with 

'!! 
the formal operator (1), wi th the coupling .constants À j r-eLa t sd 
to parameters of this extension. 

There is a vast arnount lite+ature on this aubject; let 
ue mention, e.g. [1-5J • The method works for d~ 3, since in 
higher dimensione removing of a point from the domain leaves the 
Schroedinger operator e.s.a., At present, the one-dimensional and 
three-dimensional cases are relatively well studied. The one
dimensional case has a more rich structure: if we restrict to one 
point interaction, then the deficiency indices are (1,1) for 
d = 2,3, and (~,2) for d = 1. Hence there are other self-adjoint 
extensions of H for d = 1, e .g., the so-called J'- interaction,a 
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(b) another application, elosely related to the previous one,con
cems a one-dimensional model of three-particle collisions ~J 

in which impenetrable particles on a line interact via two-particle 
contact interactions plus three-particle contact interactions. 
Addition 01' th~ last term allows one to solve the model and deter
mine reaonance be~aviour of the system, 

(c) singular potentials: consider, e.g., a one-dimensional Schroe
dinger operator H = _d2/ dx2 + Vez) whose potential has a (repulsi
ve) point singularity at x = O. we ask whether tunnelling ia possible 
between ~+ and ~-. It appeara [7J that the answer is determined 
by the potential alone only if H is e.s.a.; the tunnelling ia then 
forbidden i1' 

c

SV(x) dx = 0.0 OI' 

cf x 2V(x)2d;x = 00 (2) 
-c -c 

for some c> o. Otherwise the condi tions (2) ensure absenoe of the 
tunnelling for the ~riedr1chB extension 01' H &at the same time, 
s partiele whose motion 1a governed by another extension 01' H oan, 
in general, penetrate the barriers Th1a can be illustrated on the 

2example 01' V(x) = g x- with °< g < 3/4 • where the tranamiS8ion 
eoe1'icient may 1:>e calculated exp11ei tly [7J for each 2)(2 uni tary 
matrix U character1zing a part1cular extens10n HU • 1t 1a zero 
1ft U ia d1agonalo Th1s result 1s interesting part1cularly from 
the'v1~wpoint of conservation 01' topological charges in somo field
theoret1cal models [8J , 

(d) aga1n connected to the previous one, there ia the problem 01' 
regular1z1~ singular potential§o Th1s ia ~ óften used triok to 
replaee a Schroedinger operator with singular potent1al by a 
sequ~nee 01' o~erators corresponding to suitably regularized poten
tiala, and to study behaviour 01' 1ts eigenvalues and other charaote
ristioa in the limit when the regularization 1a removed. If the 
original Schroedinger operatQr ia not e.s.a., however, different 
regulariiations may lead to different self-adj01nt extensions 
[9,10J • Reeall the example discussed in [9J : the operator 

Hg = - d2/~ + V(x) 

with the natural domain 
D(Hg> = D(_d2/ dx2)n D(V) 

2 

for V(x) "" Ixl-J/ 4 }([-1 ,1J (x) is synnnetric wi th the deficiency 
indices (1,1). Its self-adjoint extensions H~ can be constructed 
in a standard way; for the regularization procedure sketched on 
Fig. 1 one obtains 

e io<. = 1 + L 
2Eh 

_ ~_ j"",IG(X,0,1)(I 12
dx (J) 

R 
depending on the parameter h1 where é = e '1r'i/4 and G .í.s the 

, 2 2'Green s function of HO = -d /dx + V(x) (the form sum). 

I 
I 
I 
I, 
I 
\ 
\ 

E 

~. Scheme of a regularization procedure. 

On the other hand, in the case of a stronger singularity, the 
sketched procedure leads to a single extension specified by Dir1ch
let boundary condition .Du 
(e) metallic model of a molecule, in which one starts with its 
graph (see Fig.2 for the anthracene molecule) and assigns to 
each 01' its íinks a suitableSchroedinger operator. The Hamiltonian 
is then obtained by "glueing" these operators together; it is 
nothing else than the choice of a self~adjoint extension.~hen 

combined with the free Hamiltonian in RJ , this model can yield 

:-J 
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em 
yield quasistationary states of 

the moLecuLe as well [12, 13J • 
Lei us stop the survey, though 

it i5 in no case complete. In whet 
followa, we are going to demonstrate 

Fig.2. Graph of the another possible application of the 
anthracene molecule. ~heory of self-adjoint extensions. 

2. The quantum point-contact spec~ros~ 

For a metallic contact, the common wisdom suggests a 
linear relation betneen the applied voltage and the current accor
ding to the Ohm's Iaw. This is true, if the size of the contact 
is large enough. On the other hand, once its diameter becomes 
comparable to the mean free path of electrons in the metal, intere
sting non-linear effects arrear which gave rise to the ~ew br~ch 

of research mentioned in the title; a review of this subject can 
be, found in [14J ~ The ama11 size of the cont ac t causes acattering 
of the electrons giving a backward flow, which adds a negativa 
and voltage-dependent con~ribution to the current. 

Le~ us describe briefly typical experimental results 
illustrated on F'igs. 3a I b and 4 adapted from [14] • 
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Fig. ~3a. Measured differentiai resistance dV/dI for a point 
contact of the magnetical~1 dilute alloy AU-0.03% Mn as a function. 
of the applied voltage - logarithm~c seale. 
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The non-linear effects represent usually a few promile to a few 
percent of the total current. They are visible i~ the differential 
resistance dU/dI. The second derivative exhibita typically a more 
complicated ahape with peaks corresponding to the metal involvedj 
thia ia themost substant1al information prov1ded us by the 
method. Depen~ence of the characteristics on impurities in the 
metal, temperature,external magnetic field,etc.,has been also 
atudied 

Th9re are two types of point contacts. In the first of 
~hem, dubbed spear-and-anvil ( or presure-type) contact, a sharply 
tipped wire is adjusted by a screw against a flat metal1ic surface. 
The second type consist~ of two th1n metallic films sepsrated 
by an insulat1ng (oxide) layer which is perforated at one point. 
The éontact diameter ia typ1cally a few j • The device ia placed 
1nto a au1~able coo11ng medium, e.g., a liquid helium. 

The theory of these contacts is certainly a complicated 
matter, and we are not going to discuaa it here. Our aim ia to 
show that simple mathematical modela can be conatructed which 
reproduce some festures of such syatema. To this purpose, we need 
an expression of the current. We restrict our attention to the 
case when the two parte of the contact are made of the sarne metal, 
or more generally, if they have the aarne Fermi energy. Then the 
currentis given by [15] 

O<> 

I ...... t fT(E) [fT(E) - fT(E;.;gU~ dE, (4) 
o 

where ~ is the (poaitively taken) electron charge, U ia the 
applied voltage, T(E) is the tran8rr~ssion coefficient, and 

E - EF \) -1 
fT(E) = ( 1 + exp ( kT I (5) 

ia the electron-gss density at the temperature T and Fermi energy 
Ep ( the Iater i8 typically a few eV). The relation (4) becomes 
particularly simple in the zero temperature lim1t when 

EF+eU 

(6)I ... r	 f T(E) dE 

EF' 

evaluation of the different1al resietance ia straightforward in 
this case. 

6 

3. A rondeI for the spear-and-anviI contact 
The simplest model of this contact, ~n which its linear 

dimension ia Buppoaed to be zero, is represented by a free electron 
moving on the manifold conaisting of a halfline connected to a 
.plane (Fig.5). For aimplicity we' neglect spin of the electron 

I	 I ao the state Hilbert apace is 
L2(R-) 2)~ Q ,+ L2(n • Such 

.' a syatem has been discussed in 
R [16J • we summarize here the 

results. 
3ince the electron motion 1s 

supposed to be free exoept at the 
~. p connect1on po1nt, we start construo

t10n of Hamilton1an w1th the .opera

tor HO '- HO,1 0 Ho, 2 "where 

HO,1 -	 d
2/ü2 

:I 

D(H , 1) .. c~ (n-, [O}) (7a)o
HO 2 -~ ~~. Co.tiguratioB a.BitolO • 

~. Bodal of apear-and D(Ho, 21 .. c~(R2'lp]) (7b) 
anTil centact. 

t	 The operator HO ia not e.s.a. S 
l.	 introduo1ng polar coord1nates in the plane; one finds eas1ly that
 

1ts def1c1ency 1ndices are (2,2). Hence 1t possesses a four
I parameter family of aelf-adjoint extens1ons, wh1ch oan be construc


'~l ted in a standard way. they are parametr1zed by 2x2 un1tary
 
matr1ces U•.
 

It 1s useful to character1ze the extensions by m~ans of
 
appropr1ate boundary cond1t1ons. In each pa1r of def1c1enoy funó


'.
r,,,

t1ons, one 1s singular at the connect1on point, but this d1ff1oul

ty can be bypassed by 1ntroduc1ng the regular1zed boundary valu8s
l r4J . 

t L 'f) ... 11m jlPnCrr' , ' L , (r) • lilD[r(r) - L ( Cf) ln(r». (8)
'I O( ~~D ~ ~~D o


For s1mpl1c1ty we restr10t our attent10n to the case when
 

D(U) ;; 1 + u11 - ~2 - detU ~ O	 (9)·(; 

(the rema1n:l.ng extens:f. ons are de 8ctibed in [16J ). Then we have 

j 
propo81t1~1 Under the oond1t1on (9), every extens10n Hu Bcta 
on Cf· '1;. lf2 l é D(Hu) &S 

7 il 
L 
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d2 
HU [ '1'1' Cf 2 ~ { - di:2 <f1 , -,1 r 2 J ., iCe( +J ) cosp e i ( 8 -o< ) sin,/> ) 

U =	 ei~ ( e i(o( -S) . lA> ' e-i(oC' + J) cos A ( 13) 
-e 8J_n; , Iand	 ita domain D(HU' i8 a subspace in D(IT6) specified unique1y 

by the	 f oLã owí.ng bounô ar-y conditions and	 introduce,
Cf1 (0_) A lf; (O _) + B LO ( r 2)	 (P (' li í

(10) j = s1n(o( + o + 4 )cos;S - sin(~ + 4 ) 
L1 (Cf 2) C i 1 ( 0_) + D LO( Cf2) . 

86 = 9in(ot + S )cosf - s·in f , 
The coefficients here are reIated to the matrix e1ements of U by }i
 t = cos(O< + J )cos/, + c os ~ • 

" 
A =	 [i(1 - ':122) + E(u 11 - det uil D(U)-1 Then one can'calculate the transmission coefficient T(k 2 ) 

hY -1/2 ( )-1 1 - lau(k)l 2 to beB =	 ·'1 2 "z i D U , C = u
12 

D(U)-1 ( 11 ) 

C = 1 - In 2 + ~ [1 + trU + detUJ . D(U)-1, 2	 2 1/2 <::;( 2 k . 213Te	 ) _O(J, s:m. 
1('i/4 K = áj2C5P - g~k 1n k - }Ék)2+( ~ré + g,Y21nk +.2l2k+2-372s1n~}2where é = e and y- = 0.577216 ••• is the Eu1er's constant. , 1(	 1r 

It ia c1ear from the re1ations (10) and (11), that for (14) 

a diago~al U the boundary conditions separate; then HU ia of 
the form Ho~t) 0 H~~~ v' the orthogona1 sum of approp:t'iate exten
sions of the operatora (7)0 From, the viewpoint of our model, this 
c~se is not interesting, sinC€ transmisaion between the' two parts 4. A mod~l for the thin-fi1m contact 

of the conf1guration manifo1d ia impossib1e. We consider again the simplest possible mode1 in which 
Assume therefore that U ia non-diagona1. It ia not a free electron moves onthe man1fold eonsisting of two planes 

difficu1t to ca1culate the reflection coefficient tor an e1ectron connected at one poi.nt (Fig.6~, with negl~ction of the electron 
moving along the halfline; it equala ~ 'au(k)1 2 , where	 I 

(A-H:) [1+ ~(., - D + ln ~ )] + ~BC ( 12~
a.u(k) 

- -(A+ik) [1+ ~i(r - D + In ªtl + ~iBC 

One can a1so consider scattering of an electron moving in the 
plane on the singular point. On1y its e-wave part is non-trivia1, 
the corresponding on-shell S-matrix ia non-unitary and fu1fils 

1 -	 (So(k)J 2 = 1 - Ja.u(k)! 2 • 

seme in both 

R2 

In other words, the transm1ssioh probability is the	 ~ Configuration manifold 
for the model of thin-films}'directions. This is juat the quant1ty we need for eva1uation of contact. 

the ~urrent-vo1tage characteristics. In order to express 1t more 

• spin [17J •.The state Hilbert 
space	 is therefore of the form
 

2(IR2) 2(1R2 )
~ = L @ L , and the
 
construction starts from the op~


rator Ho, 1 G) H ,whe·re
HO::: O,2
 
now both HO,j are given by (7b).
 
The defic1ency indices are again
 
(2,2) ao that there ie a four

parameter family of se1f-adjoint
 
extensions H ().f H parametrized
U O 
by 2x2 unitary matr1ces U. Ae in 

the preceding case, we re~triet 

our attention toa elase wh1ch 
contains moat of them (~eferring 

to [17J for a complete deecription): 
'ije assume 

explicit1y, we parametrize the matrix U aa fo110ws . D(U) ;;Z 1 - tr U + det U :I O.	 (15 ) 

H 9 
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Then on.e has The resulting fUnction dependa on the parameters specifYing the 
sell'-adjoint ext6Ulsion used. Their choiee requires an additional 

Propos1t10n 21 Under the eondition (15~, every extension Hu aeta physical info~mation; i~ schould be guided by s~me eoncept of what 

on Cf... fi'; '''2\~ D(Hu) as HU Cf .. {- A -e; ,- Af2 1 ,and bappana to an alectron passing througt the contaet. However, we are 
~) .1ts domain D(HU) 1a a subspaee in D(HO determined by the not going to discuss this question hera. 

boundary cand1t10ns We limit ourselves with illustrating how mueh the deseribed' 
method can reproduce the measured quantities. Consider the model

L1 ( ~ 1 ) .. A LO( tf ) + B LO( Cf2 ) ,
1 of' Section 3. The r~s of (20), has 1'our adjustable parameters, wi th the 

L fi) a C L ( lf ) + D L ( 'f , (16) li 
1( o 1 o 2) ~ help of wh1ch it ia poss1ble to 1'it the "baekground" non-linoar 

where the coetf1e1ents are related to the matr1x e1emants of U by (! ehape of dU/dI just to giva an example, wa plot on Fig.7 the 

O( =8 .. oI f3 =f'J2, r=D.D01c 
bu(k) ... ;'1 0[[1 + ~(~_ A + 1n J~[ 1 + ~( r ... D + 1n J~I+ ~B~ -1 ! ::J 

e 
>. 
L

(18.&-) I
i'
I 

L-
o
 

wh11e the rema1nlJl8 part of the S-matr1x 1a triv1al. The soatte I :.c 
ring 18 again non-uní,tary, and a atraighttorward calou1ation L-. 

o a8howa that T(k2) .. 1 - fSO(k)1 2 equele . 
dTCt2 ) la 4Ibu(k)/2 • (19) 

1t 18 ea8y to check that th1s 18 the probab111ty current through 
E =0.2 r-othe oonnect1on po1nt . r J 

I
'; 5. D1souee1oB r 

U81ng now the transmisa10n coett1c1ents (14) and (19), ' I
 
one ean calou1ate the eurrent-vo1tage characterfst1cs. In part1 O 2 3 4I
eu1~, the 41tterent1a1 rea1stance 1n the zero-temperature 11m1t 1s eU 

Dif1'erential resistanee tor various selr-adjoint 
extensions in the model ?1' spear-and-anvil eontaet. 

~. te T(EF + eU)-l (20) The Fermi energy is. taken to be EF =0.2. 

A.. y- ... 1n 2 + li [ 1 + u11 - ~2 - det uJ D(U.' -1
 

1i -1
B.. ~ U21D(U)-1 , C a n-. U 12D(U) , ( 17) 

D a r - 1n 2 + lr [ 1 - U11 ' + ~2 - det U] D(U) -1. 

As 1n the preced1ng aeotion, the case of a diagonal U 
1s not intereating, beeauae the motion 1a then separated between 

the two planes. Hence we assume aga:1n that U 18 non-d1agonal, 
and eons1der scattering of an electron moving 1n the t1rst plane 
.on the s1ngu1ar point •.For the a-wave,we get So(k) = 1 + 2au(k) , 
where 

e,,(k).. ~ [1 + ~( r - D + 1n *>] bu(k) (18a) 
md I 

corresponding 1'un~tion for six extensions • The· unpleaaant 1'eature 
of the model ia t~àt the reaistance is growing at large U : it 
babavas like ..... u 1/2 ( l n u)2 • Similar results ean be obtained for 
the modal of Seetion 4 - e1'. Fige. 38,b, 4,7,8.and 9. 

dU ar 
a e-:=p .. 6 .. ~=1 

b o( .. ó-o, fi:: -J.. Ü/1. 

c o<=~=o, p=ô=l 
d 0<:0, p=6=§=1 
e O<' .. d.. O ~ =ÍL/2, f ..1I

Vl-

]0 ]] 
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dU 1 a EF=01. ., O:=~=f=1 , 8=0 
dI 

b EF =0.2, <j3i 8'5 as in a 
51' o Cjl-63l C EF -oz I 0<'=10- ~ = i, = o, f" L -10 

d -E F =0.5 , 0(,13, S'5 as in c 

Vl ..... 

>
l 
o 
l -.D 
l 

o 

-5. -,4 -3 -2 -1 O 1 2 
In eU 

~.	 Differential resistance for various self-adjoint 
extensions and various Fermi energies in the model 
of thin-films contact. The logarithmic scale. 

On the other hand, the models under c~nsideration cannot 
give a more complicated structure of the current-voltage characte
ristics, such as peaks in the second derivative, etc. This is, how
ever, not surpris1ng, because it reflects structure of the mataI 
which has been complete!y neglected in our considerations, where the 

electrons are assumed to be free. 
In conclusion, let us mention a preliminary results con

cerning another model of the pressure-type contact. In this model 
the plane i8 replaced by a half-space to which a halfline is attached. 
One must specify now how the electrons behave on the surface of such 
a "plane"; this is achieved by imposing the Neumann conditions on 
tha boundary plane, with exclusion af the connection point. 

.. Adding noV/ a potential to the halfspace part o:f the "pre 
Hamiltonian" and taking a particular extension, we obtain zero

ri 

O 2 3 4 

temperature resistance curves with a few peaks. According to our 
opinion, this is the line, along which models of this type should 
be developed :further. 

IJ o<=p=ó=~=1 

b cX=~=f=1, Q=O 
dU c o< z; Ó= OI f3 = 'Tf/2 I I: 1ar 

d o( =10-~ p=CJlj2, 0=0, ~='Ji/2-1O-7 

e ex =o, f3 :: 1,5 , Ó=1 ,J ='11/2
8 

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1
 
In eU
 

Fig. 9.	 Differential resistance for various self-adjoint 
ex t ens í ona in the model of' thin--films cont.ac t , 

The Fermi energy equals zero. 
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3KcHep n .• llie6a TI. 
MaTeMaTH~eCKHe MOAenH AnH KBaHTOBOH 
KOHTaKTHOH cneKTpOCKOnHH 

E2-86-746 

llpHBOAflTCfl ABe npOCThle MaTeMaTH~eCKHe MOAenH, ~enbro KO
TOpb~ flBnfleTCfl OnHCaHHe 3KCnepHMeHTOB B KBaHTOBOH KOHTaKTHOH 
cneKTpOCKOnHH, 3TO A06aBnfleT e~e OAHO Ha3BaHHe K CnHCKY He
AaBHO OTKphlTb~ npHMeHeHHH TeOpHH CaMOCOnpH~eHHb~ paCWHpeHHH. 

Pa6oTa BbinOnHeHa B na6opaTOpHH TeopeTH~eCKOH <!JH3HKH Olli!H. 
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Exner P., ~eba P. 
Mathematical Models for Quantum Point 
Contact Spectroscopy 

E2-86-746 

We sketch two mathematical models intended to describe 
the point contact spectroscopical experiments. It adds a new 
item to the list of recently discovered applications of the 
self-adjoint extension theory. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Theoretical Physics, JINR. 
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